If You Must Make Eyes At Someone
Won't You Please Make Eyes At Me.

Words by
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Music by
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Moderato.

“I’ve caught you making eyes,” A maid to her beau sighs,
While on their honey moon, Most ev’ry afternoon He

answers without smiling, “Some dust blew in my eyes,” She
doesn’t want to eat or drink He only wants to spoon. She
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 says "Each maid we meet You smile at rather sweet."
 says "It's time to dine!" He answers "Baby mine! You're

 says "It relieves the pain To look down at her feet." "I'm not
 meat to me and sweet to me And I am feeling fine." But a

 jealous" murmurs she "But in future wink at me!!"
 year or two elapse, And he says "D'you know those chaps?"

CHORUS.

"If you must make eyes at some one Won't you please make eyes at
"If you must make eyes at some one Won't you please make eyes at

If you must make eyes &c. 3.
I may not be a beauty, But you've
just as much to see
still your husband, see!
Catch that same girl in the
rail. pp a tempo.

morning With no unravel waves adorning,
When to breakfast he comes yawning, And you'll
find she's not so pretty, As she's painted up to be. If you be.
find he's not the figure That he's padded up to be. If you be.

If you must make eyes &c. 3.